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Abstract 

This document provides a user's guide to the content and use of the tw^vdimensional 
axisymmetric equilibrium and stability code FLORA. FLORA addresses the low-frequency 
MHD stability of long-thin axisymmetric tandem mirror systems with finite pressure and 
finite-larmor-radius effects. FLORA solves an initial-value problem for interchange, rota
tional, and ballooning stability. 



1 INTRODUCTION 

This user guide is a brief description of the FLORA code and is designed to be used in 
conjunction with the code lisitng. The theory and general equations which this program 
solves are described elsewhere1 , 2 in detail. 

FLORA solves, in a 2-D domain (x,i>), for the linearized stability of a long thin axisym-
metric equilibrium. It uses as initial-value method in which an equilibrium is given an 
initial perturbation to its magnetic B field, and the time behavior of the perturbation is 
followed. The perturbation has been Fourier expanded in the aiimuthal (t' direction and 
each mode (m) must be examined separately. The values of m can be ar< .rary with an 
upper limit around O(10 3) because of accuracy consideration as the modes oecome more 
highly localized. 

The complex partial differential equation of motion for the perturbed radial emplacement 
of the field lines (Appendix A) is solved as a coupled system of two real p.d.e.'s and the 
solution consists of two parts, the real part (called XRO in FLORA ) and the imaginary 
part (called XIO ). The system is solved by bringing the coupling terms in each- equation 
to the right hand side and using an iterative technique. 

2 FLORA EQUILIBRIUM OVERVIEW 

FLORA equilbrium are specified by the following spatial quantities: 

pressure (Pj .^ N ) 

density 

vacuum B fields 

electric potential <j> 

Tandem mirror systems are simulated by assuming symmetry around the midplane {z = 0) 
and calculating half of the total system. The half system can consbt of either two or 
three cells, referred to as the center cell, the choke cell, and the end-plug cell. The cell 
boundaries are defined by solenoids which generate the vacuum B fields. Within each cell 
several pressure components (both perpendicular and parallel) can be specified which will 
satisfy pressure balance equations and, together with the vacuum B fields, will generate the 
self-consistent finite-/? B fields. Densities and potentials are defined by analytic functions *1 
(Appendix A). The potentials are not self-consistent with the equilibria. 
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3 VACUUM B FIELDS 

The vacuum B at any point in space is 

NCOIL 
BVAC(z) = 5 2 b.(zte,z)+BCENTER(z) 

J = I 

(independent of i/> because of the paraxial model) Ncoil is 2 or 3. b a is th on-axis B 2 field of 
a solenoid located at z,c (Appendix A). BCENTER is a constant from z — 0 to a specified 
transition region (z = ztrana) beyond which it rapidly falls away (see Appendix A). It is 
designed to represent the center cell vacuum magnetic field. 

For a 3-region case (NCOIL = 3) 

Bmax 

center / \ 
cell / 1 

choke 
cell 

6vx2 
\ 

end plug 
cell y 

Bvx3 
/ 

1 
Bmnl 

1 1 
Bmn2 

1 ! 
ZlC zlmin 22c z2min z3c 

For a 2-region case (NCOIL = 2) 

Bmax 

zlc 2lmin z2c jmax 
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Note: 

1. BMAX, BVX2, BVX3, BVO are the resultant values due to all the sources present. 

2. Each solenoid is specified by 4 input parameters: 

B field strength (Gauss) 

axial length (cm) 

radius (cm) 

z location of center (cm) (ziCJS2c,*3c) 

The magnetic field strength input is actually the desired total vacuum magnetic field at 
the center of each solenoid on axis, excluding the center cell field . 

4. PRESSURE 

The general form of the perpendicular pressure is 

where pj . e is due to hot electrons and the sum is over ail other species. This is solved 
together with the perpendicular pressure balance equation, 

B2(z,ib) +2PL{z,$) = BVAC2(z) 

. Then the parallel pressure is obtained from the parallel pressure balance equation, 

or 
P\\(1>,B) = £p'x.(t[>) (-jB* -b,B2 + c.+ d, B) 

« 

The coefficients a„, b, c, and d, are calculated from the conditions for zero pressure and 
zero slope at appropriate axial positions. 

In addition, in the center cell there can be a z-independent pressure component (ppasl) 
with p± = p|| = conatant with respect to B. In the outer cells the passing component has 
B dependence. 

The passing and trapped groups will be described separately, following a brief description 
of the hot-electron pressure. 
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5. HOT ELECTRON PRESSURE 

The perpendicular hot electron pressure, 

P±t = (ae B* + be B2 + cc) p'M) 

is separated from the other species in order to properly treat it as a "stiff " component in the 
manner of the rigid Elmo Bumpy Torus model3,4. It is included in the total perpendicular 
pressure only when calculating the magnetic B fields. It is not included in other pressure-
dependent equilibrium quantities, for example Q(= B2 + p± — p\\). It is therefore not 
dynamically included as a source of instability. In addition, the hot-electron density is 
assumed to be negligible, compared to the warm electron and ion densities, in order to 
satisfy charge neutrality. Note that this does not imply a constraint on the hot electron 
pressure. 

6. TRAPPED PRESSURE 

Each cell can contain a trapped species whose p± peaks at the B field minimum and goes 
to zero with zero slope at the cell limits. In the case of unequal magnetic mirror peaks 
the smaller magnetic field peak determines the maximum magnetic field beyond which the 
pressure is zero. In the plug cell a sloshing profile is constructed from the difference of 
two trapped profiles. A hot electron pressure can exist in the cell adjoining the central 
cell(i.e. the choke cell in the three region case, the end plug cell in the two region case). 
A code option permits the axial profile of the hot electrons to be elongated with a region 
of constant pressure. 

3 region case 

2 region case 



Hot electron pressure 

7. PASSING PRESSURE 

For the three region case only, a passing pressure can exist which is constant in the center 
cell, minimizes at the minimum B field of the choke cell, peaks at the entrance to the end 
plug cell and goes to zero at the minimum B field of the end plug cell. In contrast to 
the trapped pressures, the passing pressures in all cells are related aad the input for the 
pressure in the choke and end plug cells are expressed as tractions of the center cell passing 
pressure. 

Passing pressure 

ppasl 
\ 

ppas2 

ppas3 

ppas2 

ppas3 

« • 1 \ j " 
zlc z l mm z2c z2mirt z3c 
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8. RADIAL (V>) PRESSURE PROFILES 

All ions and warm electrons have the same Ps(l&). Hot electrons have a separate p't(^>)-
For ions the form is 

Pi(i>)=P2tW 

1 
P2t(i>) = 1 — tanh 

P3 W <**P 
2(£->) f'(*-')l 

I pZwide f 
p3(^») = p3a + p3& i> + p3c V 2 + p3d V 3 

Thb allows hollow profiles The constants p3a,...p3d are calculated such that P2(V0 has a 
maximum at tj; = ^o (1 — p2w«/e) and paW") goes to zero at i> = V"o- Setting the input 
quantity dip to zero removes the hollowness. 

Hot electrons have a pi of the form 

PiW) = { Pel, 
Pe2, 

JfO<T&<V m e 

if V'me <ll><^ n 
where 

* Pel = PelO + 6cl -7 + Ctl \i>me) \i>mj 

P2e 1 — tanh K£-')V 
J p2ewide | 

Pel and p e 2 are matched to give continuous pressure and slope at i& r o e. p2ewide is an input 
and i>me = V'OeU — p2ewide). p eio (an input) sets the normalized value of p e i at ij> = 0 
and is designed to adjust the profile from disk-shaped (peio = 1) to ring-shaped (pcio = 0) 

Pi(V>) vs V 

P s i m psiQe P s , max 
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9. MASS DENSITY, p 

The general form for each componenet s is 

P* = [p'j.. W fa B4 +f,B7 + g,)] a m a „ 
The coefficients ea,f„g, are axe based on the assumption that each density component 
is proportional to its related perpendicular pressure witn the proportionality constant 
determined from input data. The total mass density is 

, = ^P» + Po 

where po is a. constant calculated from input data, [po = nccnter x cold x ama»» see 
Appendix B ) 

10. GRID STRETCHING 

Nonuniformly spaced physical grids in (z,V>) are analytically mapped onto a uniform com
putational grid (u,v) to improve numerical accurracy in the finite differencing scheme. The 
mappings have the form 

z = zmaz1'** «** 

where 
ln/z 

xu = ln/ti 
l n / ^ 
In/u 

fz, fu, fxp, fv are input data within the range 0 to 1. These relations have the properties; 

zmax = untax 
ipmvx = vmaz 

The z value, z = fzx. zmax, maps to the u value, u = / a x umax ;and similarly for t/> and 
v . 

For example, if fz = .5 and fu = .7 then the inner 50% of the physical space will be 
represented by 70% of the computational points, with the concentration of points increasing 
at smaller values. 

11. ENERGY CHECK 

The energy constant H*2' (eq. 3, ref. 2) is calculated by a two- dimensional numerical 
integration over the total (z,?ft) space. In FLORA variables, 

HW^J'. f dz 
——(kinetic + lincbending -f curvature + fir) 



where 

kinetic = p[j[RQ2+XI02]+p(^\ [(r XRO)\ f + (r XIO)\ j 

linebending = ^ ^ [(r B XRO)\ + {rB XIO)t] 

+^(K*^J!+[*<'*is)J!) 
curvature = [- (p± +pn)^ B r r„ + r2 (pj.,)^ (pj.) J (XRO2 + XIQ2) 

fir = YYYI(m2-l) {XRO2 + XW?) + [XRQ -rB(r XRO}^* 

+ [xiO-rB{rJCIO)^2\ 

XRO and XIO are the real and imaginary parts of the perturbation, YYY is the quasi-
elastic term, Q = B2 +p± — p||, m is the azimuthal mode number and subscripted quantities 
are derivatives with respect to the subscript (e.g. XRO t = d t ). 

The accurracy of this check is limited because the derivatives are calculated by finite 
differences. If the relative energy is defined as: 

/ kinetic + f potential 
j / kinetic\ + j / potential] 

where potential = linebending + curvature + fir , then typical results have Rel m a few 
percent. The relative energy error can be significantly worse in extreme cases of very low 
beta, for which the line- bending terms involve the products of a relatively large quantity 
Q and very small quantities, the z derivatives of the flute-mode amplitudes. 

12. INPUT DATA 

Apendix B is a list of the input data. All input is in format-free Namelist mode, and is 
echoed to the output one-dimensional plot file. Most input is Data loaded with default 
values, located mainly in subroutines Input and Inputtm. The input file name should be 
INFLM8, or else the code execution line must be extended to account for a different name 
on the data file. 

13. CODE EXECUTION 

At execution time the user's private file list must contain the controllee XFLMS and a 
data input file. To execute XFLM8, simply type its name if the input file is INFLM8. 
Otherwise type 

XFLM8 INFLM& = input file 
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where input file stands for the name of the input file. 

After completion of the nw there will be two new plot files in the users private file list 
unless one or both are suppressed by input data (both files have names that begin with 
F3) . 

Both the executable file XFLM8 and the fortran source file FLRM8 can be obtained from 
Filem storage by typing 

FJLEM READ 326 .HANDOUT XFLM& FLRMS 

14. SOME OBSERVATIONS BASED ON EXPERIENCE 

The equilibrium calculations are relatively inexpensive i t time (a few seconds for meshes 
of «2500 points),so an obvious strategy is to optimize the equilibrium as much as possible 
by a number of short runs of one or two time steps before doing a full stability run of 
typically a few hundred time steps. The equilibrium runs can be further economized by 
turning off the 3-D plots whenever possible (N03D=1) . 

The diagnostic 1-D plot of FLUTE3 is very useful, even for low-m, bigh-,8 cases. FLUTE3 
is the line-average of the square of the curvature-driven MHD growth rate in the limit of 
high m and low /?, usually referred to as l%lhd. Any design changes (e.g. pressure profiles, 
e-ring positions,etc.) which reduce FLUTE3 move the system toward stability. Note that 
even with regions of positive FLUTE3, it is possible that the system is stable due to fir 
and wall effects. 

To avoid numerical instabilities or intolerable inaccuracies, the time step dt must be con
strained. A conservative first guess is to satisfy the conditions 

W/Jr dt < .1 

(FLUTE3)* dt<.l 

u/ir is the real frequency due to the fir gyroscopic terms in the Lagrangian (ref 1, 2, 
Appendix A). If the fir term XXX is turned off (a/6 = 0) one of the constraints on dt is 
relaxed. If YYY is also turned off (a/8 = 0) the system of P.D.E's is decoupled and the 
iterations can be dispensed with [LMAX = 0). In the general coupled r.«e LMAX — 4 
has usually been required to insure numerical convergence . 
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APPENDIX A 

A.1 PRESSURE NORMALIZATION 

Input quantities are beta 1' which are converted to pressures as follows: 

pcenter = betcent # {f) 
pcentee = betcene * I —-— I 

/BV02\ 
ppas\ = betpasl * I —-— I 

(BMN\2\ pltrap = betrap * I I 

ptloah = betalah /BMN22 

) 

Psloake=beiBlae*(^) 

ppas2 and ppaa3 are inputed as fractions of betpasl . 

. . . (ions) 

. . . (warm electrons) 

. . . (sum over species) 

. . . (sum over species) 

. . . (ions) 

. . . (warm electrons) 

A.2 EQUATIONS FOR a, b, c, OF PRESSURE FORMULAS 

Define a function H{z\,zi)z& 

* ( * i , J * ) - { 0 i o t h e r w i s e . 

Then 

pperp(fl) = pcen(B) -»• ppaal(B) + ppae2(B) + ppaa3{B) +ptrap(B) + pelosh(B) 
= ahp B* + bbpB2 + cbp 

6 
abp-^ai 

t = i 
6 

1=1 
6 

cbp = y]ci 

Oi = 
pcenter + pcentee 

[1 - (BVO/BMAX)2}2 BMAX* 
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a 2 = 
ptrap 

[1 - {BMN1/BVX2)2]2BVX2* 

H{*2c,Z3c) 

B{zlc, 22c) 

a 3 = P'losht H{z2,z3) 

a4 = 
(ppasl — ppasi) 

N _ BMN2\2V 
[L BMl t J BM1* 

-T[H(zic,Zmnl) 
(BMAX2 - BMN12) 

6 4 [l - (BMN1/BVX2)2] - b's 

a 5 = 2BMNV H(zmnl,z2c) 

- p p a n 3 ^ 2 a'5 BVX22 + 6 5) (BVX22 - BMN22) 
°* ~ (BVX22 - BMN22)2 

6i = - 2 B l BMAX2 

b2 = -2 a 2 BVX22 

h = - 2 a 3 BVX32 

_ (ppasl -ppa*2)2(BMAX)2 „ ,_ 
h ~ (BMAX2-BMNl2)2 H ^ 2 ^ 

(ppaaS-ppas2)-.5a1(BVX2*-BMNl*) 
5 ~ BVX22 - BMN12 - .5 (BVX2* - BMNl*) /BMNl2 

6e = .5 ( a i - 4 BKA-22 < ) S(z2e, zmn2) 
cx = C l BMAX* + ppaal ff(0,2lc) 
c 2 = a 2 BKJC2* 
c 3 - a 3 BVXZ* 

(ppavl - ppa»2) BMAX* 

H(z2c>Zmns) 

B{Zm,zl,Z2e) 

ppasl — B~{Zlc,Zmn\) 
{BMAX* - BMNl3)2 

c 5 = (ppa»2 - a'5 BMNl* - 6'5 BMNl2) H(zmnUz2c) 

c B = - a s BMN2* - B M N ? * ( t t l _ 4 5 K X 2 2 a^) H(Z2c,Zm„2) 

ai = 4 a's BMJT22 + 2 b's 

pslosht = pslosh + psloshe 

Note: demeans as without H. i.e. as = a s H(zmni,Z2C) • Likewise for 6' and c' . 

A.3 HOT ELECTRON PRESSURE 

For long = 0 

pperpe(B) = abf B* + 66/ fl2 + ebf 
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a 6 ' = 7 ^ *<*•*•) 
[i-(W) ] B™ 

bbf = - 2 abf BV32 

cbf = abf BVi4 

for long=l and 
BVAC > fring BVX2 = B' 

ab} = — z ? p > H { z t t X i ) 

{BVX22 - B'2)2 

bbf = - 2 abf B*2 

Cbf = (B^V-XB% (*VX22 ~2B^*(*3'^ 

for long=l and 
BVAC < B' 

abf = 0 
bbf = 0 
cbf = print} £T(23,z4) 

A.4 SOLENOIDAL VACUUM B FIELD 

, ALa ALa 

H ) g, I Z^~T~Z g " - - 2 ~ " g 

s = l,./VCO/2, 

FLORA determines X^ for each coil by simultaneous solution of this equation at z — 
z\c>Z2c,tzc for NCOIL = 3 or z = zic,22e for NCOIL = 2 given the desired vacuum 
magnetic field amplitudes as input. 

A.5 CENTER CELL VACUUM B FIELD 

I teeny exp •«'•»• , otherwise. 

A.6 SELF-CONSISTENT B FIELD 
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Define 

171 = P2(rj>) abp + Pl(V-) abf 

V2 = P2{i>) bbp + P\{1>) bbf + i 

UZ = P2{iji) ebp + Pity) cbf - BVA°W 
then 

™-{wi±{m*-vm}i}> 

For very low pressures 
B(z,ij>) = BVAC{zf -2U3'-2 U2' BVAC{z)2 -2U1 BVAC{z)* + f(Ul2) 

where 
f(Ul2) = 4U3'U2' + 8 Ul US' BVAC{z)2 + 4U2?2 BVAC(z)2 

+12171172' BVAC(z)4 + 8 !712 BVAC{zf 

U2' = t T 2 - | 

u* = uz+

BVA°Ms 

A.7 ELECTRIC POTENTIAL 

where 
phipi 

4>i{z) = phice exp"91 + cosh [arg2) 
ypot 

argl = -xpot (Z~Zl ) (i - ff (0,z l e)) 
\zi -zaj 

arg2 = | I wpot 
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A.8 FINITE LARMOR RADIUS TERMS 

XXX(2, i(>} = p(z, i&) (2&EXB + UVB + w') sf6 
YYY(z,ili) = -p(z,il>) {VEXB + WVB) {WEXB + w*) a/8 

where 

<*ExB = c ^ -

p(z, 4>) is the ion mass density,Pj_,- is the ion perpendicular pressure, oid is the ion larmor 
radius and c is the spc id of light. 

A.9 THE EQUATION OF MOTION FOR THE PERTURBED RADIAL DISPLACE
MENT, x 

The equation of motion for the perturbed radial displacement is 

[pTr^Bx^j + ( l - m 1 ) j r X 

-r2Pi>Xu - ™? rxzr ( p x + P||L X 

•B[^rB*AMB&a(Birx)*)l}r0 

where pT = ~P^s - * m XXXjfc - m2YYY subscripts mean derivatives, and all coeffi
cients are presumed to depend on z and V-
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APPENDIX B 

The input data is entered via four namelists. Within each namelist the order is arbitrary. 
Default values are preset for most data (see the code listing). 

Namelist 1 

Namelist 2 

input 

nold 
no3d 

description 

1[0] turns offfon] 1-D plots 
1[0] turns offjon] 3-D plots 

input description 

aname problem identification , up to 5 fields of 8 letters each 
bias Time centering parameter. bias=0. for fully centered 

bias=l. for fully forward bias. 
exO initial perturbation coefficient, set = 1 for random initialization, 
exl initial perturbation coefficient, set — 1 for cosine initialization, 
fil minimum z boundary condition, set = 1. for 0 slope, 

set=-l . for 0 value 
fizx maximum z boundary condition, set = 1. for 0 slope, 

set=-l . for 0 value 
fjl minimum psi boundary condition, set = 1 . for 0 slope, 

set=-l . for 0 value 
For fjl=0., m m = l results in 0 slope, mm > 2 results in 0 value 

fjrx maximum psi boundary condition, set = 1 . for 0 slope, 
set =-1. for 0 value 

fpsi grid stretching parameter (see sec. 9). default = .5 
fu grid stretching parameter (see sec. 9). default = .5 
fv grid stretching parameter (see sec. 9). default = .5 
fz grid stretching parameter (see sec. 9). default = .5 
jfour -0 index at which XROis Fourier-analyzed in z 
kplotm index of spatial location of time history plots. 

If set = 0, center of region automatically chosen, 
kzs flute mode initialization, kzs = 1 ,ex0 =1 . , exl=0. sets 

initial condition, r B XRO= 0.,and r B XIO= 0. 
Imax iteration parameter 
mm azimuthal mode number 
ndiag number of time steps between diagnostic plots 
nen number of time steps between energy checks 
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Namelist 2 continued 

input description 

nfourmax no. of times the buffer is read to the history file 
for Fourier analysis 

nfourp Fourier analyze XROeverv nfourn'th time step 
ntnax total number of time steps for problem 
sf6 arbitrary scaling factor on the gyroscopic fir term XXX 
sf8 arbitrary scaling factor on the quasi-elastic flr term YYY 
swgl arbitrary scaling factor on the curvature-drive term 

default=1 
swg2 arbitrary scaling factor on some of the line-bending terms 

default = 1 
8Wg3 arbitrary scaling factor on some of the line-bending terms 

default = 1 
swg4 arbitrary scaling factor on some of the line-bending terms 

default = 1 

Namelist 3 

input 

bceng 
betcene 
betcent 
betpasl 
betrap 
betring 
bets be 
betsisn 
cold 

dip 
dpasl 
dpsihrel 

dltrap 
echarg 
fring 
long 

ncenter 
nsloshin 
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description 

center cell magnetic field in Gauss 
peak center cell electron flx 
peak centew cell ion ySj. 
center cell passing ft 
peak choke cell /?j_ 
peak hot electron 0± 
peak warm sloshing electron /?x 
peak sloshing ion p± 
a global density minimum as a traction of ncenter, 

the center cell density 
parameter in i> pressure profile (sec. 8) 
center cell passing density 
$ width relative to ifrmaz of transition 

to halo region 
peak density in choke cell 
ion charge . Default=4.8e-10 
used for elongated hot electrons. See sec A.3 
switch which sets hot electron z-length as 

elongated (long=l) or regular (long=0) 
center cell density (particles/cm3) 
peak plug cell density (particles/cm3) 



Namelist 3 continued 

input description 

pelO coefficient of hot electron radial pressure 
profile (sec. 8) 

ppas2 minimum passing pressure in the choke cell, expressed 
as a fraction of ppasl (sec. 7) 

ppas3 maximum passing pressure at the inboard mirror of the 
end plug cell 

psiOrel $ value relative to VWi; at which 
ion radial pressure is half the maximum. 

psiOerel -0 value relative to VWi at which 
hot electron radial pressure is half the maximum, 

psihxrel ijs value relative to t , of halo, 
psislp coefficient of p e j (sec. 8 ) 
psi3rel i/> value relative to ipmax beyond which electric field=0 
p2wide parameter inversly proportional to ramp width of P2t 

the ion radial pressure profile (sec. 8) 
p2ewide parameter inversly proportional to ramp width of p 2 c 

the hot electron radial pressure profile (sec. S) 
plfloor value to which pi is set if p2 ^ p2flag 
p2flag value of P2 at which pi and P2 are set constant 
p2floor value to which p2 is set if p2 < p2flag 
rpl minor ratio of the inner component of the sloshing profile (sec. 6) 
rw wall radius in cm. 
rwl slightly less , within one grid cell, or equal to wall radius rw 
wpot exponent coefficient in end plug cell potential 
xpot exponent coefficient in center cell potential 
ypot power of polynomial in potential ij> dependence 
z3re] outer axial position where hot electrons go to 0 

Namelist 4 

input description 

als 
as 
bmxl 
bmx2 

three element array of z location of each solenoid center 
three element array of radius of each solenoid 
magnetic field at the choke coil solenoid (Gauss), (sec. 3) 
magnetic field at the inboard end plug solenoid, (Gauss),(sec. 3) 
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Namelist 4 continued 

input description 

bmx3 magnetic field at the outer end plug solenoid, (Gauss),(sec. 3) 
bceng magnetic field in center cell (Gauss) 
dt time step (sec.) 
dpbi ignore 
epsp <w minimum pressure (normalized to 1 ), below which 

B is calculated by an expansion . see sec A.4 
kin number of points used in Simpson's quadrature for rzz .default=23 
ltrans transition length for central cell vacuum 
acoil number of solenoid coils (also regions) 
pbicen maximum electric potential in center cell 
phiplg maximum electric potentiaj in end plug cell 
pfudge parameter on sloshing shape, default=0. 
thetaO ignore 
zmax maximum z of the domain 
zlc z location of choke solenoid 
z2c z location of end plug inboard solenoid 
z3c z location of end plug outer solenoid 
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